Crochet Cuﬀ
Create!
This treble square cuﬀ is a quick, fun, and functional crochet project
that you can probably complete in about an hour or less. The square
pattern is repeated three times and then joined together by a second
yarn color, and because of the way I have designed the cuﬀ, each
joined side looks identical. Happy crocheting!

Prepare
You will need
• two colors of yarn of similar weight (one for the border, one for the
inside)
• F hook
Abbreviations
• ch - chain
• sc - single crochet
• sl st - slip stitch
• tr - treble crochet
• inner loop = front loop
• outer loop = back loop
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Create!
Using your main color, make 3 squares as
follows:

Now to join the three squares together
using your secondary color:

ch 8 and join with a sl st.
ch 4, 3tr into the ring,
*ch 5, 4 tr into ring,

1. Place wrong sides together of two
squares (right sides facing outwards).
Working into the inner loop of the
square closest to you and the outer
loop of the square furthest from you,
sc along one side.

Repeat from * twice more;
ch 5, join with a sl st to 4th of the first
ch 4. Finish oﬀ.
Repeat above twice to make 2 more
squares.

2. When you reach the top, working to
the left, sc into the inner loop across
(you’re now only working into one
square). Stop before you hit the open
corner.

6. Repeat steps 1 and 2, joining together
with the square to form the cuﬀ and
NOT stopping when you hit the
open square. Proceed to sc into the
loops and join with square. Finish oﬀ.
7. Join the border color at the top right
corner of the square not completed.
Sc into each inner loop along top
row. Join this square with the
adjacent square. Finish oﬀ.
8. Join the border color at the bottom
corner and repeat step 4. Finish oﬀ.

3. Repeat step 1.
4. When you reach the bottom row, sc
into each inner loop across of the
middle square, always working from
right to left when it is facing you.
Join.
This should frame one square.
5. Without finishing oﬀ, sc into each
inner loop across the bottom of the
next square.
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